
MVISION UNIFIED CLOUD EDGE NAMED GLOBAL LEADER IN CLOUD 

COMPUTING 2nd YEAR IN A ROW IN ANNUAL STRATUS AWARDS 

 

McAfee Enterprise simplifies the adoption of Secure Access Service Edge architecture with 

MVISION Unified Cloud Edge 

 

San Jose, Calif., October 5, 2021— McAfee Enterprise today announced it was named the 

recipient of the 2021 Stratus Award for MVISION Unified Cloud Edge (UCE) by Business 

Insight’s annual award program under the “Best Cloud Security Service” category. The 

organization sought to identify the companies, products and people that are offering unique 

solutions that take advantage of cloud technologies, recognizing McAfee Enterprise for 

simplifying adoption of the Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) framework. 

MVISION UCE features the unification of several critical cloud security technologies, including 

Secure Web Gateway (SWG), Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB), Data Loss Prevention 

(DLP), Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA), Firewall as a Service (FWaaS), and Remote 

Browser Isolation (RBI). MVISION Cloud offers the security fabric that delivers data and threat 

protection to any location, enabling fast and secure direct-to-internet access for the distributed 

workforce. When combined with a partner SD-WAN solution, the result is a transformation to a 

cloud-delivered SASE that converges connectivity and security to reduce cost and complexity 

while increasing the speed and agility of a workforce.  

“This important achievement is the latest example of our relentless pursuit to deliver innovative 

cloud-native solutions that consistently protect data and defend against threats in the cloud,” said 

Anand Ramanathan, vice president of product management, McAfee Enterprise. “MVISION UCE 

enables a work-from-anywhere workforce with maximum business agility, while dramatically 

reducing the costs and complexity of doing business in the cloud.” 

 

The Business Intelligence Group was founded with the mission of recognizing true talent and 

superior performance in the business world. Unlike other industry and business award programs, 

business executives—those with experience and knowledge—judge the programs. The 

organization’s proprietary and unique scoring system selectively measures performance across 

multiple business domains and then rewards those companies whose achievements stand above 

those of their peers. 

 

“We selected MVISION UCE based on an industry first – the integration of remote-browser 

isolation technology,” said Maria Jimenez, chief nominations officer, Business Intelligence 

Group. “The cloud is now part of the fabric of our personal and professional lives, and 

MVISION UCE offers enterprises the ability to protect themselves against increasing and 

costly ransomware and phishing threats.” 

 

About McAfee Enterprise 

McAfee Enterprise is a pure play enterprise cybersecurity company. Positioned to solve 

enterprise customers’ changing security needs with a world-class solution leading portfolio, 

http://www.bintelligence.com/stratus-awards/
https://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mcafee.com%2Fenterprise%2Fen-us%2Fsolutions%2Funified-cloud-edge.html&esheet=52353318&newsitemid=20201228005019&lan=en-US&anchor=MVISION+Unified+Cloud+Edge+%28UCE%29&index=2&md5=6128c00fa067581b6a4e7bb870614c6a
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McAfee Enterprise delivers on the needs of modern businesses, organizations and governments 

around the world. For more information, please visit www.mcafee.com/enterprise. 
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